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This was the sixth rneeting on Nlatheluatical E~onomics in Oberwolfach.
Contrary ta the last meetings. this time there was no focus on just a few selected
topics. Instead~ a. very broad range of current res~arch agendas of econonlic
theory was covered. Most of the presented papers were not only interesting for
their ecbnomic contribution,but also for their mathelnatical aspects. In this
context~ the active presence of some mathematicians was important and very
stimulating.

Concluding. the last st~tement of the report on the precedingmeeting on
Nlathematical Economics in Oberwolfach can be quoted: ••... the warm hos
pitality provided by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut combined with the
excellent facilities created a stimulating atmosphere which was appreciated by
all participants:'

Vort ragsauszüge

C.D. Aliprantis: Sonle Remarks Oll the Welfare Theorems

Thp. fH ndameu ta.l 1lteorf'lIJs ur wf>lfar<~ f'COllomic:s fnr ron Vp.x p.conolnies w~re

forrfllllatp.d hy I~. :\rrow and (;. IJf~hn!1I as fulluws. Fir:-;l \Vplfarp. TheorPllI: Ev·
pry allor.ation .";lIpporlf>d h~· prin's is Par"!.o opt.imal. SfiCOlid \\~,·Ifarp. Thf'orf'lrI:

Evpry Paref.n optimal alJocatioll GUI IH~ slIpporlp.d h~' prit'f~s. The wdfan' tlu>·

IJrf'IIlS wprp pstablislH:od hy .-\ rrow aud I>I'h""1I ill t.h .. lillitl' dimcusiollal ,:o;el.

I illf!;. In I he illtinit t' dilllcllsiollal Sf~llill~ t 111' tlworf'JlIs rall Iw ralse or I!"IW

dppf'J1din~ llPOIi the rnrnlllodit.v·prin~ duality fllI1ploy{~d tu dp.scrih(~ lhe I~CUII·

lJIIIY· Fnr inst.allf:f~. ronsider t III! l\""o nHISlllllf~r "?,rlJa.fI~e f'COllomy inlroduced by
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L..Iones: COllll110dity spafP X = [.... .ln. 11. initial cllduWIIIPllts '*"1 = oJoJ'.! = ~ \ln,I]'

and prererl~nn~S rt~pn!spnt('d hy the lItility fUllctiuns udr.) = J~I lx(t) (it aud

tL'!(.x) = Io'(L- t)x(t)rLt. It turns out that thc economy ··sati;..;fies·· the w(~lrarp

theorems with respect to the commodity-pricc duality (LdO.l].C[O. L]) while it.
does not satisfy them with rcspect to the duality (L.(O.1], C 1[O. 1]). [n thc in
finite dimensional setting the welfare theorems are "approximately truc·'. Tlte
following result gives the "'fiavor" of the approximate welfare theorellls. In a
convex exchange economy with commodity-price duality rcpresented hy Cl Ricsz
pair and with a weakly compact Edgeworth box [0. w] (and thc stanJard as
sumptions on preferences) every Edgeworth equilibriunl is approximately sup
ported by prices in the sense that for each ~ > 0 there ex.ists SOIne price p > 0
satisfying p' w = 1 and x ti Xi implies p. x ~ p' Wi - E.

The weUare theorems can be used to establish the existence 01' equilibria in
growth models and overlapping generations models.

B. Allen: Supermechanisms

This paper examines the cooperative games with nontransferable utility that
result when state-dependent allocations that agents can achieve. in an exchange
economy must satisfy an implementation requirement. An important distinction
eompared to the literature is that I do not restrict myself to a single meehanism
beeause there may be no relation between a mechanism for the grand coalition
and one for a subeoalition. To begin, I study the sets of state-dependent alloca
tions that can be implemented by some randomized Bayesian ineentive cOlnpati
ble mechanism. The mechanism can possibly depend on the allocation, although
I show that this generalization doesn 't enlarge the set beyond the implementable
alloeations for some "supermechanism" with sufficiently large message spaee.
The set of superimplementable imputations is eonvex. Moreover, if an alloca
tion is (super)implementable for a submarket, then it forms part of at least one
(super)implementable alloeation for the entire economy. The resulting game is
superadditive and is well defined because the set of Bayesian ineentive eompat
ible direet meehanisms is eompact." Existence of the superimplementable NT U
value is shown. Implicitly, this provides a cooperative seleetion of mechanisms
based on agents' marginal contributions with (noneooperative) strategie use of
information whieh is equivalent to the selection of a noncooperative equilibrium
for the supermechanism.

Y. Balasko: Expectational Stability of Walrasian Equilibria

This paper investigates the stability of competitive equilibria of two-period
Arrow- Debreu eeonomies by reinterpreting the period zero component as Cl. tem
porary equilibrium associated with rationally expected period one prices. Any
change of the period zero pricp.s induces a change in the value of thc expected
period one prices. These revised f!xpeetations inducc in turn new values far
the period zero prices in Ordf!r for the supply a.ntl demantI of periotl zcro ta
remain equaI. a process that (a.n ~o on indcfinitcly. This dcfines a dynanlical
system, the fixed points of which are the (period zero) temporary equilibria;
lor.a1 asymptotic stability for this dynamics. or cxpectatioual stability, captures

"
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lht' Plf.'t:l nr .'xlwelations formatioll Oll thp stability of t'quilihria. :\ \Valra.."iall

l!(plilihritllll ur a. t.wo-periud Arrow-Dp.hn~1I m:onomy is (~:<Pf~Cla.tiollaJly sla.bh~ if
lhe c:orrf'S')(lIlllill~ (IH~rioti zero) t(~mporary cqnilibrium is itself expectatiulIally
slahle. \Ve show I.lw followill~ properties of \Valrasian f!tluilihria.: cXIl('ctatioual
stahility is difrprl'nt [rom tatonnenlcnt and Hicksian stahility; t.he set or eXpt~t.:

tationally stahle f!((llilihria has a. non-empty interior that contains tht' s{'t of
llo-trade equilihria.; p.C]l1ilibria that satisfy the gross substitutability propp,rty
a.re p.xpectationally stable.

H. Bester: A Bargaining Model of Financial Intermediation

\Ve study a fiuancial markct where investors have to search for investment
projects. After identifying a projE:'ct, the investor bargaiIls with the entrepreneur
auollt the finallcial contract. Alteruatively, the investor may delega.tc scarch
and bargaining to a financial internlediary. Delegated bargailling creatcs a pre
conunitment efreet. But, since the investor cannot monitor the intermedjar.Y.:~e:?

search behavior. intermediation Inay result in excessive risk taking. The tra.d~

off between these c~nsiderations determines whether direct or intermediat~ä"
investJuent occurs in equilibrium. .::...._~.

B. Cornet: ARemark on the Uniqueness of Equilibrium ~.

\Ve consider a pure exchange economy c. = (Ui' R~, ei )i:1.. .. ,m where ei E
R~ \ {O} denotes the initial endownlent of agent i and Ui: IR~ - R his utility
function. vVe aSSUlne that~ for every h, Li eih > 0 and, for'every i,

(A.l) Ui is continuously differentiable and V'Ui(X;) E R~ \ {O}. <~.

(A.2) The ~atrix e = (eih )~~11':".·"7 is not decomposable, in the sense that there'"
does not e:<ist a partition J, J' (non empty) of the set of agents {L ... ,1n.}
and a partition H, B' (non enlpty) of the set of goods {I, ... , l} such that'
eih = 0 for (i,h) E J x 1/' U I' x /I. ':~:.

(A.3) Equilibriunl prices are positive {i.e. in the interior of R~}.

Our main result states:
MAIN RESULT: Let (x,p) alld (y,q) be two equilibria of the economy e such
that, for every i. 1Li(xi) = 1L;{Y;}. Then oße has p = Aq for some A > O-(i.e.
uniqueness of prices up the multiplication by a positive scalar).

F. Delbaen: Arbitrage and Change of Numeraire
(joint work with W. Schachermayer)

If S is a senlimartingale with the No Free Lunch Property (with Vanishing
Risk) then 31r a. loeal rnarting;alc meaSllre. If K. = {Il . S 111 adrnissible} (11 is
admissible if H . S 2: -rt far .-iOJlle fL E R+). t.heu \V~ prOVf~ that the folJowiIl~

are f~(.plivalent:

I. f > - I . f ;: K. . f is maximal (f = ( 11 . S)"'J ).

'2. V = I + (JI .."') lias all 1'«lIiva!c'lIl Illarlill~ale 1l1f~a.Sllrc (llot just a IOta.1
Illarlin~alc l1leaSHff~!).

:1. t !las lh(~ ~o :\rbitraJ!;f! I'rr)lwrly.
.1. f lzas a.n (lqllivalent marlill~alplll(laSUr(l.

:~
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.). 3 CJ loeal marlil1~alt~ llleaSllrt~ for .,' (Q "V P), Eq [11 = o.
As shown by '~xarllples thc f~xist('nce of Il "V f» local martin~alp mpasur<' ror :.;

such that ER [I] < 0 can not he I'xcl 11 ded !

E. Dierker: Profit Maximization Mitigates Cornpetition

\;Ve cornpare the ßertralHJ·Nash cquilibria in case of utility maximizatiol1
with those under the llsuaJ profit maximization. It turns Ollt that prolit maxi
miza.tion leads ~o less price competition than utility maximization aud is thus
beneficial for the owners a.s a whole. Furthermore, canditions :tre stlldied \luder
which profit maxim.ization and utility ma.x.imization yield appraxirnateJy thc
same outcomes.

E. Eberlein: Empirical Results on German Stock Ret urns

Distributiona1 assumptions for the returns of the underlying assets play
a key' role invaluation theories for derivate securities, Take for example the
Black-Scholes formuIa, where normal returns are assumed. Based on a data. set
consisting of daily prices of 15 of the 30 DAX-values during a three-year-period
we analyze the distributional form of compounded returns. :\fter performing
a number of statistica.I tests it becomes dear, that several of the standard
assumptions cannot be justified. Some general variance models are discussed.

B. Grodal: Strategie Behavior in Imperfectly Competitive
Markets

It is wellknown that in a Walras equilibrium onIy the relative prices of the
commodities are determi.t:led. However, price normalization does not have real
effects. Moreover sha.reh~lders unanimously instruct the managers of the firms
to ma.ximize profits, These features change drastically when markets are im
perfectly cornpetitive. As weLl in models with Cournot competition as Bertrand
competition price normalization has real effect and there will be a continUUIß
of equilibria. Even the set of limit points of Cournot· Walras equilibria depends
on the normalization rule.

One might therefore change the objective function of the firms and let
firms maximize an increasing function of the shareholders utility levels Lex.
the weighted sum according to the share in the firm. This gives a weil defined
equilibrium concept.

Using this equilibriurn concept it is essential that shareholders are served
only through the Walrasian market. lf we allow firms to withdraw commodi
ties from the market and give them directly to the consumers, firms loose their
strategie power. The Walras equilibria are the only equilibria, if sharehold·
ers do not r~strict their net-trades on the \Valrasian market. Ir on the other
hand one allows shareholclers to manipulate their rlemands on the Walrasian
market in any desirable way i.e. alJow thc stratcgy sets Ji = :J = {f: 6. 
all f continuous and pf(p) ~ O} then all feasible aJJocations which a.re consis
tenl with a price system can he obtai ncd a.s cquilibrium (N ash) DU tcomes.

·1

,. 'Tl
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R. Guesnerie: Coordination Failures due to Price-Flexibility:
A Keynesian-like Argument

A Rcttiönal E:qw(:lalions Eqllilibriulll is c.a.lIed stron~ly -Ra.tional Wlll~II.!v«~r

the actiolls takell by f~conornir. a!!;ents (at the equilibriulll) a.re COIllIIlUIi 1~llowl

edge i.c. dcrive from IIpstrcalll - and somewhat more stalHlard - common kuuwl·

edge assumptions on the funua.mentals of the econOßlY. Three simple models are
considererl a.nd it is examined whether their (unique) Rationa.l Expectatiolls

Equilibrium i~ stron~ly Ra.tional. These models a.re:

1. The Mllthia.n model where farmers decide today on thc size of crops that

will be sold tomorrow ~

2. A fixed-prire model that retains the aggregate features of the elementary

kevnesian model of textoooks.

3. A flexible-price model tha.t has the sarne aggregate features as the three-
goods Inodel of keynesian theory. .

It is shown that the circumstances under which coordination failures occur.i~.:...

the third model - in the sense that the equilibrium is not strongly rationaki .:

relate on the Olle hand to supply and demand elasticities - along ünes that are:
reminiscent of wha.t happens in lnodel nO.l - a.nd of the keynesian multiplier- C::

the role of which is crucial in model no.2. It is also shown that wage ftexihiüty··.

has dubious effects - although rather negative - on coordination.

P. Hammond: On Constructing Multiperson Hierarchies of
Knowledge and Beliefs

In a multi-person garne, an epistemic state of the world describes what ea.ch·<

player knows and believes about other players' knowledge and beliefs, including., .

their knowledge and beliefs about other players, and so on ad infinitum. Here~.

knowledge of an event is regarded as sufficient but not necessary for believing

it wäth prohability one. Then, by relying where necessary on information ahout ''':''

prior bellefs, befoTe players had any access to information affecting their poste-:.~·"~

rior knowledge and hellefs, a procedure for constructing recursively a universal

space of possible epistemic states is described. This procedure involves onJy a

countable infinity of steps. Also, in the case where the intrinsic state spaces ar~
all finite, the state space that is constructed to describe knowledge alone will
be countably infinite, wherea.s that rp.quircd to describe both knowledge and
beliefs is a compact topological space.

T. Hens: Excess Demand Functions with Incomplete
Markets
(joint work with J~M. Bottazzi)

\Vp. characterize the structure of f~XC~SS dcmanu in a General Equilihrium

Model. witla IncomplC'tp. ~dark('t.s and R(~al ;\sspts. It is shown that as in the

completp. markets casp (:\rro\v.J)flhrp.II-lHudd) Contilluity. \Valras-La.w and Ho

mo~eneity ~xhaust the stTlu:lnre uf PX[f~SS d('llland at Ilun-c"riticai prices.
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M. Jerison: A Discreet Characterization of Slutsky SYlnlne
try
(joint work with D. Jerison)

A stllooth demand function is generated by utility lIlaximization if aud only
if its Slutsky matrix at each vector of illcomc and prices is syulInetric aud
negative semidefinite. The semidefiniteness is equivalellt to a weak version of
the weak axiom of revealed preference and hence is potentially refutable by

two price-quantity observations. Slutsky symmetry is more problematic since
Shafer (JET 1977) shows that for each k > 0 there is a. demand function lhat.
violates Slutsky symmetry yet has no revealed preference cycles wlth fewer than
k observations. .

We characterize Slutsky synlmetry by relating it to -antisymmetrie revealed
preference cycles". Let Xc be the demand vector chosen at pricc vector Pt with
income fixed at 1. The sequence of price-quantity observations {Pe, J: t lT:lJ is
an antisvmmetric revealed preference cyde if PT = Po and Pe- tJ: t > PtZt-1 for
t = 1,··· , T, so that real income growth fr·om observation t - 1 to t is larger
than from observation t to t - 1. Let A be the set of price vectors at which
the Slutsky matrix is asymmetric. We show that p is in the closure of A if and
only if every neighborhood of p contains an antisymmetric revealed preference
eyde consisting of three observations. We also show how the rate of real income
growth along such a eyde depends on the degree of Slutsky asymmetry and the
extent of price variation.

u. Kamecke: Dominance or Maximin: How to Salve an En
glish A uction

It is widely believed that the English auction is solved after the dominated
strategies are eliminated. This opinion is formally confirmed only for one "as·
cending dock" auction and can not be generalized for most other English auc
tions. In this paper I show that the formal argument which is usually given in
this context can not be derived from the dominance criterion alone, hut that it
can be used to prove that competitive bidding is the unique ma.x.imin strategy
of a bidder who believes that his opponents da not play dominated strategies .
Since the competitive bids also form a Nash-equilibrium of the auction game
this result gives an unfamiliar but strang support for the established solution.

A. Kirman: Formation of Markets: Evolving Networks

Econamic models in the general equilibrium tradition typically ignore the
problem of direct interaction between agents. The latter interact only through
the price mechanism. In game theoretic models agents take aecount of the ac
tions of alJ the other individuals and know that the others do the same. In
real economies some strong links E'xist h~twe~n agents or thcy are absp.nt. It is
suggested that this may bp. modelIed hy IJsin~ a. random u'raph which evolv(~s

(h~pendin~ on the profitability uf the links. Thus agents act so a.s to illcrcasc
the probabiüty of .using those links which havp. provp.d most satisfactory in the

b

•

•
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p.U)t. ElIlpiri(:al p"idfmce from the ivlarseillc fish market aud a simple simulalpcl

model of a.n artifirial markp.t sll~gest that very asymmetrie Iletworks lIlay arise
from symmetrie initia.l c:onclitiolls.

H. König: On the Foundations of Measure Theory (a very
lang discussion remark)

The first part sllmmarizes the contribution of tbe present author to thc new
theories of cOllstruction Qf measures fronl primitive set functions. defined on

lattices of subsets. as initiatcd by Topsoe, Kelley & Srinivasan, Ridder. Sion•...
since 1970. Our contribution permits to characterize those set functions which
can be extenued to measures with certain prescribed regularity and smoothness
properties. The ba.sic tool is a littie collection of new envelopes for set functions.

of u (= sequential) or T (= nonsequential) alld inner or outer type, \vhich a.re
relatives of the Caratheodory outer tneasure hut quite different.

As a direct application of the above theory and in the same spirit the second _
pa"rt then obtains a new version of. the Daniell-Stone representation theoreril~?~<

for certain lattice cones of [O.oo(-valued functions, and in (1 and T versionsi.~:

The T theorem contains a new version of the Riesz representation theorem oh~"

Hausdorff topological spaces. The latter result characterizes those elementary'-'
integrals, defined on certain lattice eones of upper semicontinuous [0, oo[-valued"· .
functions concentrated on cotnpact subsets, which conle from Radon measures .. -:'- .

H. König: The Classical Minimax Theorem

The talk describes the development from the minimax theorenl of Sion 1958
to the topological minimax theorem of the present author (Areh. Math. 59 ~

.... (1992),55-64) formuJated below. For X and Y nonvoid sets and F ; X x Y - R
-define

F. ;= SUP&EX InfyEl' F(x, y.) ~ InfyEY SUPrEX F(x, y) =: F-.

The minimax relation is F. = F-.
THEOREM: Let .Y' and Y be topological spaces such that

Vy E Y the function F{·, y); ."K - R is 11 pper setnicontinuous;
Vx E ..\ the function F{x~·); Y - iR is lower semicontinuotJs.

Assurne that

'rIT C Y nonvoid and t > F. ; I(T, l) = n [F(·, y) f; I] C .\" is connected;
!JET

't/S C .Y finite :f. 0 and l > F. : U(S.q = n (F(x.·) ~ tJ C })' is connected.
rES

:\ssume in a.ddition that }" is com pact. Tlwn F. = P- ..
.-\nother development led from tlw minimax theorem of l\y Fan 19.;2 to ex.
f.(~nded v~rsions in t.enus of Illf!ttn flillCliollS. lt seems that the two lines went
illto \,prydifferent directiorJs.

i
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s. Krass: Fiat Money in Differential Inforrnation
Econonlies
(joint work with M. Huggett)

The paper applics mechanism design methods to anafyzp. the welfare role
of fiat money. The economies under consideration are generalizations of the
Townsend "turnpike model" that include limited commitment and difrer~ntial

information. We show that in the Townsend turnpike model Hat money is not
essential unless there is limited commitment. In the presence of differential
information fiat mo'ney is essential in overcoming incentivc problems. This is
the case even if there are positive returns to storage:

w. Leininger: The All-Pay Auction with Incomplete Infor
mation: Existence and Uniqueness of Bayesiall
Equilibrium

A family of (seaJed-bid) all-pay auctions is modelIed as Bayesian games. Ex
istence, uniqueness and closed-form characterization of (Bayesian) Nash equilib
rium is established for arbitrary regular prior distributions of types. The famous
'war of attrition' is obtained as a limit of auctions taken from this famil)' and
the - drastically - different solution theory of the latter is aceounted for via
properties of the limit process.

M. Magill and M. Quinzii: Infinite Horizon Incomplete Markets

Let e(l~(D), t,w, A) denote an exchange economy with a finite number of
agents (i E I) with commodity space 'oo(D) over an infinite event treeD. At each
node { E D agents trade on spot markets (with spot prices p = (p({), { E D»
and on financial markets (with prices q = (q({), { E D) and payoff structure
A = (A({), { E D». -At each node an agentmust satisfy the budget equation
p({)(xi

({) - Wi(~» =p({)A({)Zi({":) - q({)Zi({) and ·to prevent Ponzi schemes
one of the three additional constraints:

(a) q({)Zi({> ~ -M , V{ E D
(b) (qzi)::::: (q({)Zi({),{ E 0) E loo(D)
(c) Um L: 1r

i ({')Q(e)z"(e)::::: 0
T-oo i'eDT{()

Conditi0t:l (a) leads to the concept of an equilibriulD with explicit debt con·
straint M; (b) to an equilibrium with implicit debt constraint (Oe); (e) to
an equilibrium with transversality condition (TC), by requiring that agents
optimize over their budget set and markets dear (L Zi ::::: L c..i , L zi = 0).

iEI iEI iEI
The following assumptions are made. Al: the branching number of D is finite.
A2: 0 < m < w

i
({) < m', i E I. A3: ~i is transitive, reflexive, complete,

monotonie, has convex preferr~d sets and is continuous in the w1ackey topology
r(I"'Q,ld· A4: there exists rJ < 1 such that for alJ Xi with 0 $ J:'({) < m'l, 'V{ E

D. X'\D\D+(O+e~+ßZiXD+(() >-i Xi for all ( E D. A5: eachsecurity is short-lived
and has payoff in good 1. Aü: lhere exists a riskless bond at each node.
Theorr.m. (i) Under r\ l-A6 lhere r.xisls a TC r.quilibrium

.. ,
·u

•

•
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(ii) 1.111\ TC f'fplilihria anti 1>(,: "lIuilihria coillciup.
Cortlllar.\". Ir ~((~(D),~ ~..,J. :\} is an ~COIlOIIIY satisfyiu~ :\ l·-:\fj L1U\1I Ihc.'n' (lX

ists a. hOllllf( t\1 such thaI. l.hf~ ,'('onOIll)" has an equilihriuIU witla ,'xplkiL ,ft·hl.

nHlst.raint AI whidl is IIp.vpr hilldill~ ..

A. Mas-eolell: Two Remarks on Bimatrix Games
(joint work with L. Corch0r:t)

Reluark I: Proposition: Let U be an affine space of m x n matrices. Then

there is Cl. set U' CU, which complement has null measure, and such that for
any 1/] E 1.1' anrl \I; E U' the bimatrix game with payoff matrix (VI_ \-'2) has a
finite llulllbp.r of cfJlIilihrilllll payoffs. This result is motivated by the fact that
typically enlries of Cl. payoff m~trix repr'esent final positions of play allel so. tl1('
ra.nge of allowab!e perturbations may be generally restricted. Thc result does
not generalize tOll. > ~ (~'lcLennan).

Relnark 2: Suppose that the strategy sets are 51 = S2 = [0, 1] and that the two
players best. reactions fl(X.J, f'2(x.) are Cl functions. Consider the Courno~icfn

adaptive dynanlies Xl = fl(x'!) - X], x'! = /2(X.) - X2' Then for any initial
(Xt(O),X2(O)) the trajectory (Xl(t),X2(t» must converge to some equilibriu'm.
(Proof: Liou\'ille!s Thcorenl.) The result does not generalize to n > 2.

K. Miltersen: An Arbitrage Theory of the T~rm Structure of
Interest Rates

In the setting öf the Heath-Jarrow-ivlorton model" this paper presents suffi
deut eanditions to assure that the stochastic forward rates are strictly positiv~ .
while Inaiutaining the martingale property. of the discounted bond price pio~

cesses in the case where the stoehastic forward rates are described as stochas
tic differential equations with explidtly state dependent stochastic volatili~y.

Moreover, the stochastic development of the term structure of interest rates·js

generalized to be described by a dass of continuous Iocal martingales inste.~d

of Wiener processes. An example showing that this is a true extension of the
Heath-Jarrow-Morton model is provided.

s. Müller: Underpricing of Initial Public Offerings: A Com
mon Value Model

This paper presents a theoretica,l model. where average llnderpricing of an
initial public offering reslllts frolll the strategie interactioo" of investors and the
seiler (the investment bank) in a situation of incomplete itlformation. The model
lIS~S a priority pricing set-up as in ParsonsjRaviv (1985). lIo\~e\'f~r. in contrast
to f~arlier rnodels a common value set-up is 1~lIlployed. It is shown that

(i) the f~xpected reVPllues frolll the sal(~ in the prilllary market are smallcr
thau the f!xpp.r.ted revemws accrllill~ via the uIH'nill~ pricc in the sp'colldary
lIIarket. i.p.. r.here is lIudf'f)Hicing 011 a\.·pra~r..

(ii) complpte revclatiofl is tlw ttptilllal infurma.tion )lolic.\' of thp seiler.
(iii) aVf!ra~e llnderpricill~ df'crpasps wit.h an ill(:r(!a."iin~ Illlllltwr u{ iuw!stors.
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M. Nermuth: Equilibrium in Markets with IanperCectly In
formed B uyers

The Prekopa- norcll theor~m is Ilsed to show existencp. of Na:,h-equilihrium
in pure strategies in an oügopolistic market whcre thc firms set thpir pricp.s, and
the households have imperfect information about these priccs in the sense tha.t
they cannot observe the prices directly, hut only signals which are randotnly
distorted or noisy representations of the true prices. If the errar terms in these
signals are distributed with a density which is log·concave. then the firms! profit
functions are quasiconcave and an equilibrium exists.

K. Podczeck: Equilibria in Markets with Infinitely Many
Commodities and Agents with Non·Convex
Preferences

It is wellknown that for exchange economies with finitely many comltlodi
ties equilibrium existence can be demonstrated without requiring individual
preferences to be convex if the set of agents is given as an atomless measure
space. This is not the case for an infinite dimensional commodity space. 1t is
the purpose of this paper to show that also for infinitely many commodities
the existence of an equilibrium can be estabüshed without postulating convex
preferences if one makes the hypothesis that there are many agents of every
type that appears in a given economy.

K. Sandmann: A Lognormal Term Structure Model and the
Pricing of Interest Rate Derivatives
(joint work with K. Miltersen and D. Sonder
mann)

The lognormal distribution assumption for the term structure of interest
is the most natural way to exclude negative spot and forward rates. However,
imposing this assumption on the continuously compounded interest rate has
a. serious drawback: expected rollover returns are infinite even if the rollover
period is arbitrarily short. As a consequence such models cannot price one of
the most widely used hedging instruments on the Euromoney market, namely
the Eurofuture contract.

We show that the problem with lognormal models results from modelling
the wrong rate, namely the continuously compounded rate. lf instead one mod
els the effective annual rate the problem disappears; Le. tbe expected rollover
returns are finite. Let /e(t, '1, er) be the effective annual forward rate at time
t for the time period ['1, ~ + er) we assume the following family of processes:
'V'1 E {O, TJ, 'Vt E [0, '1), 'Vo e]O, 1]

dle(t, 'J', er) = JJ(t, 'J', o)ft(t, 'J~ Q)dt + O'(t, 'J, o)/e(t, '1,0) dW(t)

where {W( t)) is a \Viener·proccss. Under this assumption we study the dynam
ics of the continuo.usly compounded rates, i.e.

Je{t. 7', 0) := In( 1 + Je( t, 'J. Cl)

TC(t):= In( 1 + r~(t):= In(l + It(t,t.l)

10
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Thesp t1ynalllics a.rf~ Ildthpr l10rmal ur 1()~llorll1al. Furllll'rm()n~ \VI' dt'ri\'c~ ;L1l

al\'tic dos" rorm snilltiolls rnr EuroJlp.an put and call oplion Oll zpro rOllpOIl

h(~lIds and ror illlc'rf'sl ra.L«! raps an<J floors relative to tlw proposc'd 1()~llorlllal
model ur the pfrpc',iVf! anll1lal illterest rates.

W. Schachermayer: A General Version ofthe Fundamental Theorem
of Asset Pricing
(joint work with F. Delbaen)

Thc ··FUNDAMENTAL THEORE!vt OF ASSET PRICING" stat~s that tlw
HO arbitra.ge corulitioll is "'p.ssentially" equivalent to the existe;lce of an c~quiv

alent martinga.le 1llp.a5ure.

\;Ve formulate a general version of this theorem giving apreeise mealliug to
the word ~~cssel1tially~·.

M. Schweizer: Risk-Minimizing Hedging. Strategies under R~.~
stricted Information ·.r~<f'

W. Shafer:

<.1..-.-" ~.

We construct risk-miniIllizing hedging strategies in the case where tllE~r~:·

are restrietions on the available information. The underlying price process l~.

a d-dilnensiolla.l F-Iuartingale. and strategies i..p = ({~ 17) are constrained .~~
have { G-predictable and1J G'-adapted for filtrations G C G' c Ir. \Ve sho\~'·

that there exists a unique (6, G')-risk-uliniInizing strategy for every contin-'
gent claim H in .(.2(GT,P) and provide an explicit expression in terms of G.
predictable dual projections. Previous results of Föllmer/Sondermann (1986)
and DiMasi/ Platen/Runggaldier (1993) are recovered as special cases. Exa~-::~~

pIes include a Black-Scholes model with delayed information and a jump process~·
model with discrete observations.

The Structure ';-f the Pseudo-Equilibrium Man~'"
ifold - :2~?'

It is shown that the Pseudo- Equilibriu In manifold for a General Equilibriulll
model with incomplete nlarkets has the topological structure of a yector bu~dle

over a GrassInann manifold, which is orientable if and onJy if the number of
states and the number of assets have the same parity. Silnj)ar results are ob
tained in the case of a fixed asset structure consisting' of commodity forward
contracts.

B. Sloth: Nash Equilibrium with Lower Probabilities
(joint work with E. Hendon, H. J. Jacobsen, T.
Trances)

A Nash e(l'lilibriurn is a COIllIllOIl lheor~' held ;dlOlit p;u:h plaYt'r~s action. It
is rp'plired .. hat t,he thpor.\' is cOIISiS'PlIl \Vitia "ach playpr dlOosin~ a.n optimal

rf'spollsP' 1.0 th,. thpory. [t is IlSllalJ.\' rPf!llir,.-.d that tlw 1I1C~f)r,v t.akc!s the form 'or a

prohability measurp. Oll the pla~'()rs' stral('~i('s. \Vp. a.nalyz'! lhp. dfect of relaxing
thjs ff'fluircmeut :tllowing the tI'f'ory lo I,akc the form or a. fO\,.,'I~r prohability
IIH'a..illre. also rallel! a. l)f~li('f fllflction. In particula.r this allows for a strate~'y

11
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whirh is never a. hest rcply a~ainst prnhahility measurf'S on ollwr play(~rs, !.u

be part of an equilibrium. Wf~ discllss thc conccpl of a Iwrfect equilihriulJI in
this settin~. Further we show. that for same attitudcs t.owards ulH:crtainty it
is possible that playp.fs cooperate in olle shot prisoners! dilemma. Finally we
demonstrate how uncertainty may arisc or be resolved if players reason clboul
the game a. la fictitious play.

D. Sondermann: Different Dynamical Specifications oi the Term
Structure of Interest Rates and t heir Implica
tions
(joint work with M. Musiela)

Alternative ways of introducing uncertainty to the term structure of in
terest rates are considered. They correspond to the different expectation hy
potheses. The dynamics is analyzed in a framework of stochastic equations in
infinite dimensions. Exploiting the FX-analogy and Girsanov's transformation
the arbitrage-free dynamics are easily derived for the spot- and x-forward Inar
kets. They correspond to the LEH· resp. RTM-Hypothesis resp ..

H.G. Tillmann: Köthe-Riesz-Spaces in Mathematical Economics

II e = (Xi, pi, a i
; yi, erij) shall be a model of an economy with infinite time

horizon, the following framework is used:

{En , Fn } ,Fn = E~t is a symmetrie dual pair of Riesz-spaces for each time
period n, E =nEn , F =nFn · Commodity spaee ACE, Price space Pe F.
A· = {p = (Pn) E F: LIPn(' Ixnl < oo} = p~ A = p. = A-- is a perfect
Köthe- Riesz-space.

Thm 1: H (A, A·) is a pair of perfeet Köthe- Riesz·spaces 10'1 and 10'·( are ad
missible topologies for the duality (A, A.). This implies: All order intervals in
A and A· are weakly compaet.

Myopie topologies in the sense of Brown·Lewis, Eeonometrica 1981, can be
considered in trus framework.

Prop. 2: A topology Ton A is myopie iff zen) ~ 0, zen) =(0, ... ,0, Zn+b Zn+2, ... ).

There exists a strongest (regular) topology TSM on A.
Under conditions which generalize those of Araujo, Econometrica 1985, ex
istence of individual rational, Pareto-optimal states and of equilibria. can be
proved for exchange economies and economies with production. Ir E

n
, F

n
are

separable Banach Lattices, a.n inverse result can be proved:
Thm 3: Individual rational Pareto optima (resp. equilibria) exist for.all e with
conditions A and P iff T is a myopie topology. The myopie topologies T :> 0' =
a(A,A·) are admissible for the duality (A,A·): TMA :> TSM :> TIMAI:> a.
Ref.: Cherif-Deghdak-Florenzano, Ecan. Theory, 1994, for exchange econolnies.

w. Trockel: On Nonconvergence of the Bargaining Set
(joint work with R. Anderson and L. Zhou)

Mas-ColeU (1989) had praved that in a continuum atomless exchange ecan.
omy the ßargaining Set coincides with the set of Walras aJlocations. We give an

))
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J. Werner:

pxa.inph~ of a replica. Sf~(11H'nCf~ fur a. hase ('xchange econom.Y will! twu nlllllllucli
t.il's alltl t.wo t.YJH'S or aJ,?;cnLs in which tlw measure of pqual tn'aLml'nt ParpLo
optimal iruJiviclually ratiO!la.1 allocation~ not in the ßargailliug set lf~llds Ln lern
with u. - 00.

F. Vega-Redondo: Three Evolutionary Tales

Evolutiollary modeJs of equilibrium selection in games ean be vpry depen
deut on the spücific formulatiOll of the selection dynamics. I explore thn~ pos
sibilities in this respect: imita.tion dYllantics, best-response dynamics based on
static expectations. bp.st-respol1se dynamics based on expectation updatillg. Thc

illlplications are seen to be quite different in certain dass of games. Specifically.
they range from (lfficicnt equili~rium in the first context, risk-dominant C(lui

libriulll in the second, volatility access equilibria in the third. All this points
to the neeu of allowing for a. wide range of behavior in the ~'printitives·· of the
model. having the evolutionary model itself select endogenously the long-r.~.~.~

pattern of behavior which will eventually prevail. _'i~~i

K. Vind: Uncertainty as a Foundation for Statistics

The silnplest case of uncertainty is (.\. A, P) where A is a. u-aJgebra C?!1~:

the arbitrary set .\'" and P is a relation on A. If P is independent, thell there.
exist two measures Ä, J.L: A - R+ such that A E P( A') <:::> ..\( A) - ..\( A') >
J.l(A6A'). Uncertainty on products and conditional uncertainty is introduced
and a foundation tor statistics is suggested as a two level uncertainty. _First
there is uncertainty on a parameter space, and each elenlent in the parameter
space is itself uncertainty on the outcome space.

Diversification and Equilibrium in Securities··
Markets

Diversification is a strategy of investing small fractions of wealth into large"
number of securities in order to reduce investment 's risk. In this paper we
study inlpUcations of diversification for prices of securities in an equilibrium.
\Ve consider markets with a countably infinite collection of securities. The main
Illodeüng issue is description of a set of portfolios from which an investor ca"n
choose. Dur objective is to accommodate hath finite portfolios, and portfolios
with returns which arise from diversification of risk. The set of feasible portfoJios
(portfolio space) in our model is the space ba of all finitely additive rneasures
(set functions) on the set of natura.l numhers (index set of secuJ:'ities). \Ve stuc.ly
the existence of a securities market equilihriulIl. and proviue a. characterization
of p(f1Jilihriulll prices or securilies.

H. Wiesmeth: The Equivalence or Core and Lindahl Equilibria
in an Economy \vith Semi·Public Goods
(joint work with V. Vasil'ev and S. -Weber)

This pa.per ~Xal11illeS a lIlodpl ur an iufiuitf! produ(·tion f~collorny Wilh a
finite numher of types or a~ellts anti SClIli-Plihlir. ~oocls. whidl are subj~ct...cJ Lu
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crowrling and p.xclusion. The IItility of an agent dcpends not only on thc vec.tor
of puhlie cornmoditics praduccd by the coalition to whirh this a.~ent helon~s.

but also on the mass of agents ofhis type. who a.re the memhers of this t:oalit.ioll.
The main purpose of the pa.per is to tlerivc necessary a.nd sufficient fOfHlitions Oll

the Iaeal degrees of congestion. which would guarantce the p.(luivalcnce betwePIl
the eare and the set of equal treatment Lindahl equilibria.. 1t is shown that this
equivalence holds if and only if there a.re constaut returns to group size for each
type of agents. It impties that linearity of each agent '5 congestion function with
respect to the mass of her own type is necessary for the eore equivalenee to
hold.

N.C. Yannelis: Learning in Differential Information Economies
with Cooperative Solution Concepts: Cores and
Values

The eore and the Shapley value are examined in an economy with differential
information, Le., an eeonomy where each agent is eharacterized by· a ranuoHl
utility funetion, a. random initial endowment and a private information set.

Since the eore and the value allow for eooperation, one would like to know
how agents in a eoalition share their private information.

It is shown that eore and value a.lloeations are incentive compatible in the
sense that agents don't lie about their private information. Moreover, it is shown
that agents with informational superiority are rewarded. This can happen even
if an agent has zero initial endowments but his/her superior information allows
him to make a Pareto improvement for the eeonomy as a whole.

Finally, the two above solution coneepts are examined in a dynamic fra.me-
work. In particular, it is shown that if {c': t = 1,2, } is a sequenee of dif-
ferential information eeonomies and {x': t = 1,2, } is a sequence of core
(value) alloeations for e', we ean extract a subsequence which converges to a
limit full information eore (value) alloeation for a one shot limit fuU informa
tion differential information eeonomy. Moreover, it is shown that- given a limit
full informa.tion eore (value) allocation for the one shot limit fuU information
differential information eeonomy, we can find a sequenee of approximate or E'

eore (cC-value) allocations which eonverges to the one shot limit fuil information
differential information economy.

Berichterstatter: K. Podczeck
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